
3. Proactive and 
Reactive Proposals 



Show clients and prospects the wider impact of their mail

x4 mail items to impressions multiplier: 

For Retail DM, 1,000,000 items 

generate 4,204,787 impressions due to 

the fact that they are shared with more 

than one person per household and are 

interacted with frequently. In addition 

they are live in the home for over 8.5 

days.

Almost half of those impacts will be 

responsible for driving some kind of 

commercial actions – an astonishing 

efficiency to drive interest and purchase.
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Help clients target new audiences 3

For a charity wanting to target 

men, we can see that 35 – 54 

year old men are targeted 

with much less charity DM 

than average but show the 

highest level of interaction. 

There is a similar story for 

ABC1 men.

These are potential target 

audiences.



Show clients you understand the sector they operate in 4

Across social grades we see high interaction with business mail from financial and insurance 

companies. It is also kept in the home on average 8.61 days showing the value of business 

mail to drive engagement, brand awareness and sales opportunities. 



Show clients their predicted response rates 5

Utilities business critical mail drives significant responses – including 12% of people visiting 

the sender’s website and 10% of people who buy something. Essential information for utility 

companies looking to drive sales. 

Source: JICMAIL Item Data Q2 2017 to Q1 2021; Utilities provider (Gas/Water/Electric) Business Mail sample size = 3363



Show clients their predicted ROI 6

Provide clients with both a traditional volume-based approach to ROI measurement (ROI-V), 

with a JICMAIL-powered audience-based approach to ROI (ROI-A). See the additional 

predicted results for your client’s mailing. 



Show clients mail cost v online/offline channels

By dividing the Delivered Impacts figure by the campaign budget and multiplying by a thousand, we can generate a 

Cost Per Thousand impressions (CPT) figure for a comparison to the value other media channels can deliver for the 

same budget.
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